
specialized furniture| supplies | reagents

2004 – E-LABORATOR FEERIA  was founded with the main activity in 
designing and production of laboratory furniture

2008 –  The first product certifications - tests at the National Institute of 
Wood: furniture prototypes for compliance with the SR EN 13150 standard

2009 –  Own production hall and offices in Baleni town, Dambovita district,
and in November all the production capacity as well as the head office 
moves to Baleni 

2012 –  Modernization of the production hall by absorption European 
Funds: Increasing the Economic Competitiveness  (POSCCE ) 2007-2013

TODAY– The company counts 49 employees.           
 E-Laborator is the only certified manufacturer of laboratory 
furniture in Romania that competes successfully with international 
companies on the intern and European market. 



EN 13150:2004 - Worktops for laboratories - Dimensions, saftey requirements and test methods.

EN 14056 -  Laboratories furniture. References for design and installation.

EN 14727 - Laboratories furniture. Storages for laboratories. Requirements and test methods.

EN 13792 - Color codes for taps and valves used in laboratories.

EN 14470 - Special storage enclosures for flammable and concentrated acids:
 EN 14470-1:2004 (Secured storages cabinets for flammable and explosives) 
 EN 14470-2:2004 (Fireproof secured storages cabinets. Storage cabinets for pressurized gas cylinders)

EN 1729-2 - Furniture – chairs and tables for educational institutes – Security requirements and test methods.

EN 1335-1:2000  - Office furniture. Working chairs for offices. 
 EN 1335-1:2009 Part 1 - Dimensions
 EN 1335-2:2009 Part 2 – Test methods
 EN 1335-3:2009 Part 3 – Security requirements

EN 61010 - Security requirements for electrical equipment for measuring, controlling and usage in laboratory. 

The quality, durability and reliability of operating the E-laborator furniture are assured through regular tests in order to ensure 
compliance with the most important standards in the field:

standards and certifications 



Laboratories tables 
easy to accessorize

Specialized storage
cabinets

Adjacent spaces 
in laboratories

Accessories
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Chemical niches5

laboratory and complementary furniture

WORKTOPS

laboratory tables with
special worktops and 

service panel for utilities

CHEMICAL NICHE

aspirant niches with 
special construction 

adapted to each 
laboratory activity

STORAGE

specialized storage 
cabinets for general use,

glassware or reagents

emergency showers, 
utilities operations 

plugs/taps and
special chairs

ACCESSORIES EXHAUST SYSTEM

mobile arms, 
telescopic arms and

local pullers

OFFICE FURNITURE

receptions 
waiting rooms

operational/management desks
meeting rooms

LOCKER ROOM EDUCATIONAL

passing filters 
storage spaces for equipments 

partitions

lecture/seminar rooms 
classrooms

furniture for amphitheaters
archives / notice boards



tables with metal frame

Under the worktop

can be installed storage cabinets, 

with doors and/or drawers. 

According to its width, the tables 

 can shelter 1 to 3 

storage cabinets.

If the tables are used for working 

seated on a chair, it is considered

a minimal space for the user’s place 

of 60cm.

TABLES WITH METAL FRAME
“C” or “H”



tables with structural cabinets

On acid-proof plinth or

on metal socket.

According to its width, the tables 

can shelter 1 to 3 

storage cabinets.

If the tables are used for working 

seated on a chair, it is considered

a minimal space for the user’s place

of 60cm.

TABLES WITH
STRUCTURAL CABINETS



CORNER / END TABLES 

 INTERIOR / EXTERIOR CORNER

special tables for laboratories

END TABLE / MOBILE TABLE

WEIGHING TABLES



7.  

4.  

5.  5.  

2.  

1.  

1.  Acid-proof tap 

2.  PP vat (or same as the worktop finish)

3.  Worktop

4.  Mask with 1 to 4 doors 

5.  Metal socket/ acid-proof plinth    

6.  Splashback

7. Emergency shower

8. Drain for glassware

      

mask sink modules



ACID-PROOF CERAMICS

   Recommended in laboratories 
where the working process runs at 

high temperatures with 
concentrated acids and 

highly corrosive substances. 
The monolothic tops with or without 

a raised dripping edge can embed 
vats of various shapes and sizes

 from the same material.

 

POLYPROPYLENE

Recommended in laboratories 
where the worktops are disinfected frequently.
Acid-proof tops are 40mm thick and
have a raised dripping edge,
The tops can embed vats of the 
same material in different sizes.
Both tanks and drip edges are made by
injection, nothing is thermo-weld.

EPOXY RESIN

Recommended in laboratories 
where petroleum products are used.

Acid-proof, resistant to high temperatures .
The top surface is renewable by scraping, 

because it is a compact product.
The tops can embed vats of the same 

material in different sizes, with drip edges. 

COMPACT HPL 

Top for general purpose, used in most 
research areas. Recommended in wet areas, 

because it is a compact material with a 
high resistance to moisture. 

Acid-proof, resistant to scratches and 
disinfectants. Thickness available - 19 / 16mm.

No vats of the same material.

QUARTZ - COMPOSITE

Recommended in laboratories
where heat and scratching resistant 

surfaces are needed. Usable in wet areas.
Resistant to disinfectants.

 MINERAL COMPOSITE

Recommended in microbiology laboratories, 
because it has a very low porosity and 
it is resistant to disinfectants.
The tops can embed vats of the same 
material in different sizes, with drip edges. 
The top surface can go
up to 4 linear metres.

Stainless steel AISI 304 top.
Resistant to disinfectants. 
The tops can embed vats of the same 
material in different sizes, with drip edges. 
Thickness available - 40mm. 
With or without drip edge

STAINLESS STEEL

VITREOUS METAL TOP

Metallic acid-proof glazed top with
a very low porosity and a very good
chemical resistance.
With or without drip edge.

laboratories worktops



RACK FOR GLASSWARE

With wall mounting or on the central table. 
It can include plugs, taps and LED lighting

and also leak tanks.
 

UTILITIES BOX
With a superior acid-proof shelf, 

hides the electrical paths
or the utilities connections, 

ensuring service access
through the roof. 

service panels

baga poze cu panouri din astea
din seturile noi



service panels

GLASSWEARE RACK



service panels

With wall mounting or installed on the central table, 
it has a self-supporting steel structure.

It may include plugs, taps and LED lighting, 
and also at the upper part

it may have storage cabinets 
with or without doors.

The median acid-proof shelf can have 
heigh adjustment.

 



ACID-BASES STORAGE

With or without a ventilation system, these metallic enclosures are 

designed, tested and certified according to EN 14470.

They are ideal for storing concentrated acids or bases, 

flammables or gas cylinders.

FLAMMABLE STORAGE

specialized storage



CABINETS FOR GLASSWARE AND SUPPLIES

With acid-proof shelves, linear or as drip trays

fixed, with adjustable height or extractable

1.  Extractable shelf in a metallic cabinet

2.  Acid-proof shelf with rebord (drip tray)

3.  Height adjustment for shelves

3.  

5.  2.  

specialized storage

5.  1.  



chemical niches



Single phase or three-phase absorption system with the possibility
of automatically adjust the intensity.
Single phase or three-phase absorption system with the possibility
of automatically adjust the intensity.

The working enclosure prevents scattering in the laboratory of

potential hazardous gaseous substances.

Special worktop, with a chemical, 

thermal and/or mechanical resistance, 

with or without a raised drip edge  

that prevents liquids to lick 

outside de protected enclosure.

Storage cabinets under the worktop for acids/ bases

with high concentration or for flammables.

The niche is equipped with a glazing 

panel that ensures protection against

 splashing with various hazardous 

substances. 

chemical niches



offices



operational offices



meeting rooms



meeting rooms



receptions and waiting rooms



receptions and waiting rooms



educational



educational



filter / locker room / partitions
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